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Abstrat
The equation of state (EOS) is of utmost importane for the desription of the hydrodynami
phase of strongly interating matter in relativisti heavy-ion ollisions. Lattie QCD an provide useful
information on the EOS, mainly for small net baryon densities. The QCD quasipartile model provides
a means to map lattie QCD results into regions relevant for a variety of experiments. We report here
on eets of olletives modes and damping on the EOS. Some preditions for forthoming heavy-ion
ollisions at LHC/ALICE are presented and perspetives for deriving an EOS for FAIR/CBM are
disussed.
1 Introdution
The equation of state (EOS) for strongly interating matter is needed as input for hydrodynamial alu-
lations of the expanding reball reated in relativisti heavy-ion ollisions (HIC). Theoretial preditions
(f. [1℄ for a survey) and reent experimental results [25℄ point to a transition from onned hadroni mat-
ter to the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), being a new deonned state whih is governed by the fundamental
quark and gluon degrees of freedom. That means, a usable EOS has to unover both states.
Upoming HIC experiments at LHC, mainly to be investigated by ALICE, will probe the high-
temperature region at small net baryon densities, while the future HIC experiments at FAIR, to be
addressed by CBM, are aimed at exploring the region of high net baryon densities. Therefore, the EOS in
a wide region of the phase diagram is needed. Numerial simulations of QCD on the lattie are still on-
strained to small net baryon densities. Consequently, there is a need for phenomenologial models whih
allow preditions in regions of the phase diagram not yet aessible by lattie QCD alulations. Here
we disuss a phenomenologial model whih relies on the piture of quarks and gluons as non-interating
quasipartile exitations. The employed quasipartile model (QPM) goes bak to [610℄, while reent
work has been presented in [1116℄. Alternative formulations have been given, e.g., in [17, 18℄.
2 The quasipartile model
The desription of strongly interating matter is governed by QCD. Thus the foundation of any model has
to be the quantized Lagrangian L
QCD
and the dressed propagators and full self-energies obtained from it.
In the framework of nite-temperature eld theory a thermodynamial potential Ω an be derived using
†
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the Cornwall-Jakiw-Tomboulis (CJT) formalism [19℄. It employs the eetive ation
Γ[D,S] = I −
1
2
{
Tr
[
lnD−1
]
+ Tr
[
D−10 D − 1
]}
+
{
Tr
[
lnS−1
]
+ Tr
[
S−10 S − 1
]}
+ Γ2[D,S], (1)
where I is the lassial ation ontaining L
QCD
, and D and S are the dressed gluon and quark propagators
(the subsript 0 denotes the respetive free equivalents). The funtional Γ2 represents the sum over all
two-partile irreduible skeleton graphs of the theory, i.e. all those graphs without external lines that do
not fall apart upon utting of two propagators.
For translationally invariant systems without broken symmetries the expression (1) simplies and gives
the thermodynami potential at nite temperature T [16℄
Ω
V
= tr

d4k
(2pi)4
n
B
(ω) Im
(
lnD−1 −ΠD
)
(2)
+2 tr

d4k
(2pi)4
n
F
(ω) Im
(
lnS−1 − ΣS
)
−
T
V
Γ2,
where Π and Σ are the full self-energies of gluons and quarks respetively. Trunating Γ2 at 2-loop order
leaving
Γ2 =
1
12

+
1
8

−
1
2

(3)
diretly leads to the well-known 1-loop quark and gluon self-energies [20℄. Assuming additionally small
external momenta or, equivalently, hard thermal loops ensures gauge invariane. These approximations
are used in what follows.
An important quantity of the strong interation and onsequently also of our model is the running
oupling g2 whih depends on the ratio of renormalization sale and QCD sale parameters. In order to
phenomenologially aommodate higher-order and even non-perturbative eets of QCD we replae the
former at µ = 0 (µ is the quark hemial potential) by the rst Matsubara frequeny ipiT and shift the
temperature T by a parameter Ts. The new quantity orresponds to an eetive oupling and is denoted
by G2 (see [14℄ for details):
G2(T ≥ Tc, µ = 0) =
16pi2
β0 lnx2
(
1−
4β1
β20
ln
[
lnx2
]
lnx2
)
, (4)
where x ≡ λ(T − Ts)/Tc.
From the resulting thermodynami potential we nd the entropy density s := −V −1 ∂Ω/∂T |µ =
sg,T+sg,L+
∑
q,s(si,Pt.++si,Pl.) as a sum of four seemingly non-interating quasipartile families. Trans-
verse gluons (g,T) and the quark partile (i,Pt.) ontributions have a real partile interpretation while
longitudinal gluons (plasmons, g,L) and the quark plasmino (i,Pl.) ontributions are olletive modes
similar to phonons in solid state physis.
Although no obvious interation terms appear within the one-loop entropy density, quark-gluon inter-
ations are inorporated via damping terms as part of the single quasipartile ontributions. For instane,
the transverse gluon entropy density reads
sg,T = +2dg

d4k
∂n
B
∂T
{
piε(ω)Θ
(
−ReD−1
T
)
− arctan
ImΠ
T
ReD-1
T
+ ReD
T
ImΠ
T
}
, (5)
where the rst term represents the real quasipartile entropy density being equal to the entropy density of
an ideal gas but with an impliit dispersion relation ω2 = k2+Πi(ω, k), where Πi(ω, k) are the respetive
self-energies of speies i whih depend furthermore on temperature and hemial potential. The seond
and third terms represent the Landau damping.
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Figure 1: Adjustment of both full (solid line, Ts = −0.73Tc and λ = 6.1) and eetive (dashes on solid
line, Ts = −0.75Tc and λ = 6.3) QPMs to lattie data for the entropy density s/T
3
from [21℄ (ontinuum
extrapolated by a fator of 0.96). Contributions to the full QPM are given by the dashed (transverse
gluons, quarks, antiquarks), dotted (plasminos) and dash-dotted (plasmons) lines.
Figure 2: Left panel: Adjustments of the saled eQP pressure p/T 4 to various lattie alulations (Ref. [22℄
- squares, Ref. [23℄ - diamonds and triangles, Ref. [24℄ - irles). Right panel: Corresponding EOS in the
form of pressure p as a funtion of energy density e. For details see [15℄.
At zero hemial potential µ, both damping terms and the plasmon and plasmino entropies give
only small ontributions. Omitting those, an eetive quasipartile model (eQP) an be formulated to
simplify the desription/predition of experiments with negligibly small net baryon density. This is a
good approximation, e.g., for Au+Au ollisions at RHIC or Pb+Pb ollisions at LHC. Also note that the
eQP uses the asymptoti approximation of the dispersion relation near the light one, ω2 = k2 +m2i,∞,
with mi,∞ as asymptoti quasipartile masses whih depend on T and µ both expliitly and impliitly
(via G2).
3 EOS for µ ≈ 0
In order to obtain sensible preditions, the QPM is adjusted lattie data. Exploring the exibility of
the QPM introdued by the eetive oupling we nd exellent agreement of both the full QPM and the
eetive QPM with lattie data, see Figs. 1 and 2. In light of the substantially more involved nature of
the full QPM it is very notable that both models give essentially the same good desription of available
lattie data. Fig. 1 also shows that plasmons and plasminos give negative ontributions to the entropy
3
Figure 3: Transverse momentum spetra (left) and azimuthal distribution v2 of emitted hadrons (right)
for some strange baryons. Symbols represent experimental data [25℄ for Au+Au ollisions at RHIC. For
details see [15℄.
Figure 4: Transverse momentum spetra (left) and azimuthal distribution of emitted hadrons v2 (right)
for the same partiles as in Figure 3 as predited for Pb+Pb ollisions at LHC. For details see [15℄.
density whih is due to orrelations introdued into the quark-gluon system by those olletive modes.
It is remarkable that even though there still are substantial dierene between various lattie QCD
results, whih are e.g. due to the used ations, lattie sizes and ontinuum extrapolations, the QPM EOS
in the form p(e) is unique above a threshold of about e & 4GeV/fm3 (Fig. 2). Some unertainty is
seen in the regions of lower energy densities. We suppose that the hadron resonane gas is the orret
desription of strongly interating matter in the onned region. In order to examine the impat of this
unertainty we investigate two extreme ases: (i) a smooth rossover (labeled QPM 4.0), and (ii) a rst
order transition between resonane gas and the ondent region of our QPM (labeled bag model).
To do so we use a relativisti hydrodynami model to simulate Au+Au ollisions at RHIC energies.
Fig. 3 shows the resulting transverse momentum spetra and the azimuthal anisotropy oeient v2
of the baryons Λ, Ξ and Ω for an initial state haraterized by s0 = 110 fm
−3
and initial proper time
τ0 = 0.6 fm/c. The latter is ompared to atual experimental results [25℄, showing good agreement of both
rossover and rst order phase transition in the transverse momentum region p
T
. 1.8GeV onsidered
relevant for hydrodynamis. Above this region, a simple rossover from the resonane gas to the QPM
learly provides better desription of the measured data.
To onsider Pb+Pb ollisions at LHC, a onservative guess an give rst indiations of possible dif-
ferenes to RHIC. LHC partile yields are assumed to be three times larger than at RHIC, hinting to
sLHC0 = 3s
RHIC
0 = 330 fm
−3
(T0 = 515MeV) with the assumption of τ = 0.6 fm/c. The higher initial
temperature at LHC leading to a longer reball lifetime suggests a stronger radial ow as well as a more
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Figure 5: Saled entropy density s/T 3 (left) and saled net baryon density n/T 3 (right) of strongly
interating matter as predited by the full QPM. Both quantities are exhibited along seleted harateristi
urves.
equilibrated azimuthal distribution of emitted hadrons. Indeed, the predited p
T
spetrum for Λ, Ξ and
Ω is onsiderably atter than at RHIC, while v2 is notieably redued (Fig. 4).
In these examples the eets of a non-zero baryon density are negligibly small.
4 Nonzero net baryon density
The advantage of the phenomenologial QPM is its ability to provide an EOS at nonzero hemial po-
tential, in partiular in a region whih is expet to be relevant for forthoming experiments at FAIR.
This remarkable ability is due to the thermodynami self-onsisteny of the QPM. As a onsequene,
thermodynami quantities at arbitrary values of the state variables (here µ and T ) are onneted through
Maxwell relations and the stationarity ondition of the thermodynami potential. Thus the model is able
to map the lattie data at µ = 0 into the T -µ-plane. This is ahieved by solving the Maxwell relation,
whih is a partial dierential equation of rst order for the eetive oupling G2(T, µ), using the method
of harateristis with the parametrized G2(T, µ = 0) as initial ondition. This proedure has been tested
suessfully against lattie alulations of the pressure orretions oeients available for small hemial
potential [11, 15℄.
However, the eQP, where damping terms and olletive modes are negleted, meets some ambiguity
in the region of large hemial potential and not too high temperatures, sine the harateristi urves of
the partial dierential equation exhibit rossings. Consequently, for mapping to large net baryon densities
the full QPM has to be applied. As a sign of the self-onsisteny of the latter one, no rossings appear
among its harateristis [16℄. Thus, the eetive oupling G2 is unique for every point of the T -µ-plane.
From the eetive oupling G2(T, µ) entropy density s and net quark number density n follow diretly
as thermodynami integrals. However, to ensure the physial relevane of the solutions, agreement with
general thermodynami requirements, e.g. Nernst's theorem, has to be veried.
Indeed, Fig. 5, whih shows both quantities along seleted harateristis starting above Tc, onrms
that the entropy density vanishes for T → 0 and the net number density inreases with the hemial
potential. Contour plots of the thermodynami quantities (Fig. 6) also show regular behavior of the
thermodynami quantities for the region above the expeted phase transition. Therefore, the full QPM
an be used to predit a physial EOS for strongly interating matter espeially at high net baryon
densities.
Below the phase transition, the model, in the present version, annot diretly be applied sine strong
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Figure 6: Contour plot of the saled entropy density s/T 3 (left) and saled net baryon density n/T 3
(right) as a funtion of temperature T and hemial potential µ from Fig. 5.
ontributions of olletive modes lead to a negative baryon density. It remains to be heked whether
improved dispersion relations and a rened treatment of the imaginary parts of the self-energies an ure
this obstale. However, for most ases it is more prudent to use the resonane gas below the phase
transition as shown for the eQP, so that these ambiguities do not pose a serious problem. The resulting
ompound EOS an then not only be used for preditions of upoming experiments at CBMFAIR but
also as an input to general relativisti models of ompat stellar objets suh as neutron/quark/strange
stars.
5 Conlusion
Our quasipartile model in both the previous simplied version and the extended version with olletive
modes and Landau damping is able to simultaneously desribe reent lattie alulations at zero and small
hemial potential. Employing the resulting equation of state, ombined with a resonane gas model, in a
hydrodynamial ode the experimental data from RHIC are fairly well desribed. Furthermore, preditions
for heavy-ion experiments at LHC an be given. For both experimental situations the simplied, eetive
quasipartile model sues due to small net baryon densities. However, for larger net baryon densities, the
full model inluding the suitably parametrized HTL dispersion relations, Landau damping and olletive
modes has to be employed. The urrent results are enouraging with respet of deriving an equation of
state usable in a large region of the phase diagram of strongly interating matter.
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